
January 26, 2021

Ken,

You and your team unbelievably exceeded any expectation I had painting my V35B Bonanza.  Without 

question it is now the finest looking V tail in the fleet.  Everyday I look at the airplane to admire the 

quality, detail, and perfection of the work of Flying Colors.

We began the process a couple of years ago as I imagined the design and colors that would make this 

V35 really stand out.  The V tail itself presented some challenges which Scheme Designers offered many 

options.  The next hurdle was color.  It was difficult for me to combine the design with the right color 

and envision the outcome. You were a great coach.

The call you made to Nancy and me to come look at the PC-12 ready to deliver brought it all together.  

The colors were perfect.  You then took the design we liked applied your sense to the sophistication we 

desired, tuned the design, and gave some final thoughts which really helped us believe in what we were 

about to do.  The outcome is spectacular.  We trusted your thoughts at each point in the process and 

you were always correct.

Living an hour away gave me the opportunity to visit weekly to observe the progress.  I am amazed at 

the extent to which you go to produce the perfect product.  I reviewed each step while admiring the 

care and quality your team put into everything they did.  It was an excellent experience to understand 

the intensive process of painting an airplane.

Since bringing the airplane home I have gone over every detail of your work.  It is perfect.  Almost 

beyond perfect as I find new details each day, most recently the interior detailing.

You and your team are the best.  Thank you for a “new” V35B that looks better than when it came off 

the assembly line.  Who says V35B Bonanza are out of production?

Best personal regards from both of us,

David Field Nancy Field  


